1. Introduction {#SEC1}
===============

Record linkage refers to the problem of assigning records to unique entities based on observed characteristics. One example, which is the motivating problem for this work, arises in human rights research ([@B18]; [@B23]; [@B23]), where there is interest in recording deaths or other human rights violations attributable to a conflict, such as the ongoing conflict in Syria. In this setting, the data are incomplete records of violations, which usually consist of a name, a date of death, and a place of death. In the turbulent atmosphere accompanying a conflict, often multiple organizations record information on deaths with little communication or standardization of recording practices. Because these data are usually gathered from oral recollections of survivors, measurement errors are common. The result is multiple databases consisting of noisy observations on features of the deceased that in some cases would not uniquely identify the individual even in the absence of noise. There are two distinct inferential goals when applying record linkage in this setting: identification of specific victims and estimation of the total number of casualties in the conflict. These two objectives are shared by other common application areas. For example, in fraud detection, entity resolution itself is the objective, whereas in social science applications, coarser inferences such as correlations between linked variables or estimated regression coefficients ([@B16]) are of primary interest; see [@B6]) for specific examples.

A variety of methods for record linkage have been proposed ([@B31]; [@B3]), though much of the literature has focused on the theoretical framework of [@B8]). In this set-up, every pair of records from two databases is compared using a discrepancy function of record features and classified as either a match, a nonmatch, or possibly a match. The goal is to design a decision rule that minimizes the number of possible matches for fixed match and nonmatch error rates. The necessity of performing pairwise comparisons leads to a combinatorial explosion, and a related literature has focused on the construction of blocking rules to limit the number of comparisons performed ([@B13], [@B14]; [@B1]; [@B2]; [@B19]).

An alternative and more recent approach is to perform entity resolution through clustering, where the goal is to recover the entities from one or more noisy observations on each entity ([@B25], [@B26]; [@B26]; [@B34]). In this framework, entities and clusters are equivalent. Model-based or likelihood-based methods of this sort can be equated with mixture modelling, where the number of mixture components is large and the number of observations per component is very small. Historically, the focus in mixture modelling has been on regularization that penalizes large numbers of clusters, in order to obtain a more parsimonious representation of the data-generating process. Recognizing that this type of regularization is inappropriate for most record linkage problems, [@B20]) defined the concept of microclustering, where the cluster sizes grow at a sublinear rate with the number of observations. They proposed a Bayes nonparametric approach to clustering in this setting that takes advantage of a novel random partition process that has the microclustering property. This is applied to multinomial mixtures in [@B34]).

While microclustering is appropriate for most record linkage problems, there is a lack of literature on performance guarantees and other theoretical properties of entity resolution procedures. Because microclustering methods favour sublinear growth in cluster sizes, the number of parameters of these models can grow at the same rate as the number of observations, so basic asymptotic properties such as central limit theorems, strong laws and consistency will not hold. For example, in the human rights applications that motivated [@B20]), the number of unique records per entity is thought to be very small, generally less than 10, while the number of unique entities is thought to be in the thousands or hundreds of thousands. As such, it is critical to consider the finite-sample performance of microclustering in cases where the number of records per cluster is a tiny fraction of the sample size, and to obtain theoretical upper bounds on how accurate cluster-based entity resolution can possibly be when the microclustering condition holds.

Working with simple mixture models where some of the parameters are known, we characterize the exact distributions of quantities related to entity resolution. Achievable performance is shown to be a function of entity separation and the noise level. Using these results, we provide minimal conditions for accuracy in entity resolution to be bounded away from zero asymptotically as the number of records grows. We also provide an information-theoretic bound on the best possible performance in the case where some of the entities cannot be uniquely identified from noiseless observations of the available features. These results are supported by several simulation studies. Our problem is related to the extensive literature on mixture identifiability ([@B28], [@B29]; [@B33]; [@B12]) and estimation of the number of components ([@B4]; [@B22]; [@B17]; [@B30]), as well as the voluminous literature on clustering (see [@B11], Ch. 3 and works cited therein), with the important distinction that we focus on microclusters, mixtures with many components and few observations per component, and we are interested primarily in entity resolution, not in estimation of the parameters of the mixture.

Our results initially present a very dim view of entity resolution by microclustering; indeed, it appears that the full problem is unsolvable without further information except under very strong conditions. However, in many cases interest is focused on certain summary statistics of the linked records, which may be relatively insensitive to errors in entity resolution. Motivated by the human rights application mentioned above, we consider the case where the ultimate goal of entity resolution is to recover the total number of entities in the population. This corresponds to the total number of casualties in the conflict, the coarser inferential goal mentioned previously. A variety of methods exist for this problem, which is referred to as closed population estimation, and generally use as data a relatively small contingency table that characterizes the number of unique records appearing in every possible combination of the databases ([@B32]; [@B35]; [@B10]). In a simulation study, we show that relatively accurate estimation of the total population size is possible even when entity resolution is inaccurate. The success of population estimation in this admittedly limited simulation study suggests further investigation of whether low-dimensional summaries are in general recoverable from linked databases even when the error rate in entity resolution is high.

2. Main results {#SEC2}
===============

2.1. Preliminaries {#SEC2.1}
------------------
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The mixture ([1](#asy003M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) differs from the mixture considered in [@B34]), which is similar to that in [@B7]), a nonparametric Bayesian model for multivariate categorical data. Our rationale for using Gaussian mixtures comes from the results of [@B15]) and [@B9]), which make clear that the maximum number of unique mixture components in the model of [@B7]) is strictly less than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We first consider multiple true entities with identical values of the entity-specific parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In locations with low entropy in the name distribution, as is the case in Syria, this list is likely to be composed of many individuals sharing exactly the same first and last name. In this section, we illustrate the limitations in performance of record linkage when multiple entities have identical values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The goal is to assign the correct identifier to each record or, equivalently, to determine from which component each record was generated. This is related to the problem of relinking two paired variables when the ordering of the variables has been independently permuted, as outlined in [@B5]) and references therein. We consider the case where it is known that there is exactly one record corresponding to each person, and use a random allocation procedure. When multiple true entities have identical values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We give a concentration inequality for the proportion of correct assignments, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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{\text{pr}}( |Z/N - M/N| > t) &\leqslant 2 \exp\!\left\{\frac{ -2t^2}{\sum_{m=1}^M (N_m/N)^2}
\right\} = 2 \exp\!\left(\frac{ -2 N^2 t^2}{\sum_{m=1}^M N_m^2} \right)\!\text{.}
\end{align*}\end{document}$$
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For additional context, we also computed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$E(Z/N) = 0{\cdot}57$\end{document}$. Thus, in each case a substantial proportion of errors is likely. These examples illustrate the fact that in many entity resolution problems, the best possible performance is substantially less than perfect accuracy due to redundancy in the true values of the entity features. This provides an upper bound on the performance achievable when features are observed with noise.

2.3. Analysis of noisy observations when mixture parameters are known {#SEC2.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Having established the limitations resulting from redundancy of the true entity features, we now analyse the effect of noise in the setting where all true entity features are distinct. We begin with a highly simplified case. Suppose we observe a data sequence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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(Infeasibility result for microclustering). Suppose $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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2.5. The case where means are unknown: Bayesian mixtures {#SEC2.5}
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3. Empirical analysis of entity resolution by microclustering {#SEC3}
=============================================================

We show through simulation studies that the infeasibility results are borne out empirically. We first consider the case where there are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We perform a second simulation in which we conduct entity resolution without knowledge of the true means. We simulated $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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4. Population size estimation when entity resolution is poor {#SEC4}
============================================================

4.1. Overview of population size estimation {#SEC4.1}
-------------------------------------------

Estimation of the number of unique entities when some entities may not appear in any database is referred to as population size estimation and is the ultimate objective of entity resolution in our motivating human rights setting. In this section we give a positive empirical result for this inference problem. We construct a simulation in which it is possible to accurately estimate the number of unique entities from a clustering assignment even when the proportion of records correctly assigned to clusters is small.

We first describe the population size estimation problem and its relationship to entity resolution. Our observed data consist of noisy observations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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4.2. Simulation set-up {#SEC4.2}
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![Generation of synthetic databases.](asy003fa1){#FA1}
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4.3. Inference procedure {#SEC4.3}
------------------------
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5. Discussion {#SEC5}
=============

This work exposes a fundamental problem with entity resolution via clustering, even in idealized cases, such as when the true data-generating model is known. Empirically, it appears that some functionals of the linked records may be reliably estimated even if entity resolution performance is poor. Understanding which classes of functionals we can estimate and under what conditions is an important area for future research. Another interesting direction is to consider ways of checking whether extensive errors in entity resolution are likely to have occurred after performing model-based clustering by comparing component-specific variance with the separation between the cluster centres.
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========

Proof of Remark 1 {#SECA.1}
-----------------
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E(Z_m) &\geqslant \sum_{j=0}^{N_m} \frac{j}{N_m!} {N_m \choose j} \frac{(N_m-j)!}{{\rm e}} \geqslant \sum_{j=0}^{N_m} \frac{j}{j! (N_m-j)!} \frac{(N_m-j)!}{{\rm e}} \geqslant \frac{1}{{\rm e}} \sum_{j=1}^{N_m} \frac{1}{(j-1)!} = \frac{\Gamma(N_m,1)}{\Gamma(N_m)},
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E(Z_m) &\leqslant \sum_{j=0}^{N_m} \frac{j}{N_m!} {N_m \choose j} \left\{
\frac{(N_m-j)!}{{\rm e}} + 1 \right\} \\
&\leqslant \sum_{j=0}^{N_m} \frac{j}{N_m!} {N_m
\choose j} \left\{ \frac{(N_m-j)!}{{\rm e}} + 1 \right\} \leqslant
\frac{\Gamma(N_m,1)}{\Gamma(N_m)} + \frac{2^{N_m-1}}{(N_m-1)!}\text{.}
\end{align*}\end{document}$$

Proof of Remark 2 {#SECA.2}
-----------------
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\end{align*}\end{document}$$ we obtain the second assertion. The first statement is obtained by an application of Hoeffding's inequality.

Gaussian mixture marginal likelihoods {#SECA.3}
-------------------------------------
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Bayes factors {#SECA.4}
-------------

The Bayes factor for comparing all singleton clusters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{align*}
{\small{\text{BF}}}(\gamma^*,\gamma) &= \frac{\nu_k \nu_j}{\nu_k^2} \frac{(2 \tau^2 +
\sigma^2)^{1/2}(\sigma^2)^{1/2}}{\tau^2 + \sigma^2} \exp\!\left\{
\frac{\tau^2 (y_i^2 + y_{i'}^2)}{2 \sigma^2 (\tau^2+\sigma^2)} - \frac{\tau^2
(y_i+y_{i'})^2}{2 \sigma^2 (2 \tau^2 + \sigma^2)} \right\} \\
&= \frac{\nu_j}{\nu_k} \frac{\sigma (2 \tau^2 +
\sigma^2)^{1/2}}{\tau^2+\sigma^2} \exp\!\left[ \frac{\tau^2}{2 \sigma^2} \left\{
\frac{y_i^2 + y_{i'}^2}{\tau^2+\sigma^2} - \frac{(y_i+y_{i'})^2}{2 \tau^2 +
\sigma^2} \right\} \right]\!,
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Expectation of the Bayes factor {#SECA.5}
-------------------------------

This expression can be obtained by repeatedly completing the square. The calculation is simple but tedious and was performed in Mathematica. A Mathematica notebook is provided in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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